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Abstract When selection increases the frequency of a beneficial gene substitution it can also increase the frequencies of linked neutral alleles through a process called genetic hitchhiking. A model built to investigate reduced genetic diversity in Pleistocene hominins shows that genetic hitchhiking can have a strong effect on neutral diversity in the presence of culturally mediated migration. Under conditions in which genetic and cultural variants are transmitted symmetrically, neutral genes may also hitchhike to higher frequencies on the coattails of adaptive cultural traits through a process called cultural hitchhiking. Cultural hitchhiking has been proposed to explain why some species of matrilineal whales display relatively low levels of mitochondrial DNA diversity, and it may be applicable to humans as well. This paper provides a critical review of recent models of both types of hitchhiking in socially structured populations. The models’ assumptions and predictions are compared and discussed in the hope that studies of reduced genetic diversity in humans might improve our understanding of reduced genetic diversity in other species, and vice versa [Current Zoology 58 (1): 287–297, 2012].
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Culture is information acquired through social learning that can lead to variation in behavior (Boyd and Richerson, 1985). Socially transmitted information can affect fitness. For example, culture plays such an influential role in human survival and reproduction that one is hard-pressed to identify another species so dependent upon culturally transmitted information. But cultural traits are not inherently adaptive. Although selectively neutral cultural variation does not affect fitness, it can lend structure to a population, and culturally (or socially) mediated population structure can influence evolutionary dynamics. While the importance of considering the effects of culturally mediated population structure on neutral genetic diversity is apparent for the case of humans, here I argue that it may be important to consider the effects of culturally mediated population structure for a wider range of social animals, including some species of whales and birds.

There is considerable debate over the extents to which cultural transmission and genetic transmission explain regional behavioral variation in some social non-human animals (e.g., see Lycett et al., 2007; Langergraber et al., 2010; Lycett et al., 2010; Langergraber and Vigilant, 2011; Lycett et al., 2011). The present paper does not weigh in on the ultimate cause of regional variation in animal behavior. I work from the generally accepted assumption that cultural transmission plays at least some role in explaining the behavioral diversity we see in some species. I focus on the role that regional variation can play in structuring a population and how socially mediated population structure can, in turn, affect neutral genetic diversity. My goal here is to introduce, and provide context for, a new perspective for explaining reduced neutral genetic diversity in animal populations structured by regional variation in culturally transmitted behavior.

Reduced genetic diversity has been interpreted variously as resulting from bottlenecks in census size, from genetic hitchhiking, or from cultural hitchhiking. The following section provides some background on these processes. Sections 2 and 3 provide a critical review of hitchhiking models that consider the effects of culturally transmitted variation on genetic diversity in structured populations. The models’ assumptions, results, and interpretations are compared and discussed. I conclude with a discussion of how a model built to investigate the effects of culturally mediated migration in Pleistocene hominins might help explain reduced genetic diversity...
in any species in which the population is structured by
selectively neutral behavioral variation.

1 Background

_Homo sapiens_ (and Neandertals) display a lower level of neutral genetic diversity than living great apes (Wise et al., 1997; Gagneux et al., 1999; Kaessman et al., 2001; Stone et al., 2002; Noonan et al., 2006; Briggs et al., 2009; Green et al., 2010). Although this signal varies among genetic markers (see Hey, 1997; Harris and Hey, 1999a; Harris and Hey, 1999b; Harpending and Rogers, 2000), generally speaking, the neutral genetic diversity displayed by chimpanzees, gorillas or orangutans is at least 2–6 times greater than in modern humans. This finding is especially surprising given the fact that the census population size of humans is many orders of magnitude greater than that of any other great ape species. Population genetic theory predicts that, holding all else equal, larger populations will display greater neutral genetic diversity than smaller ones, yet _H. sapiens_ shows the least neutral genetic diversity among extant, large-bodied apes. Obviously, all else was not held equal. How can we best explain reduced neutral genetic diversity in living humans and Pleistocene hominins?

A number of demographic models have been proposed to explain why humans are marked by reduced genetic diversity, and many invoke a bottleneck in census population size followed by a rapid expansion beginning sometime between 30,000 and 130,000 years ago (for review, see Harpending and Rogers, 2000). Although details concerning the onset and duration of the population bottleneck vary, all of these models arrive at the same conclusion: mutation has had insufficient time to keep pace with a drastic and relatively recent increase in census size. Indeed, it appears as though our population has undergone what can be described as exponential-like growth since at least the beginning of the Holocene, with the most notable increases occurring only within the last 200 years.

As it currently stands, a rapid expansion from a relatively small census population size beginning sometime between 30,000 and 130,000 years ago cannot be rejected as a possible explanation for the observation that modern humans display a lower level of genetic diversity than any great ape species. However, a relatively recent expansion in the census size of modern humans does little to explain reduced neutral genetic diversity in some now-extinct Pleistocene hominins, including Neandertals and the most recent common ancestor of Neandertals and modern humans (Noonan et al., 2006; Briggs et al., 2009; Green et al., 2010). What is more, modern humans, Neandertals, and their most recent common ancestor are all associated with a similar effective population size (\( N_e \approx 10,000 \)), suggesting that perhaps a more parsimonious explanation of the modern human condition is that low genetic diversity may be characteristic of (at least) the latter portion of our lineage, not just our species. This is not a new idea. Li and Sadler (1991) and Takahata and Satta (1998) suggested that the human lineage may have been marked by low genetic diversity for at least 500,000 years (see also Harpending et al., 1998). Their hypothesis finds support in recent discoveries that Pleistocene hominins other than anatomically modern _H. sapiens_ display reduced genetic diversity.

A second family of explanations for low genetic diversity in modern humans invokes the effects of natural selection. Population geneticists have identified two related, yet distinct, processes—called background selection and selective sweep—by which natural selection can reduce variation at neutral loci (Hartl and Clark, 2007). Both are based on the understanding that the fate of a neutral variant depends (to varying degree) on the fate of the variant(s) at a selected locus (or selected loci), and that adjacent loci are more tightly “linked” to one another than distant loci. Unless recombination breaks the association between a neutral locus and selected one, the variant at the neutral locus will be lost along with a deleterious gene substitution at the selected locus (background selection) or it will increase in frequency along with a beneficial gene substitution at the selected locus (selective sweep).

Note that background selection and selective sweeps both reduce diversity at neutral genetic loci. But selective sweeps deserve additional attention here because they play a more important role than background selection in hitchhiking models. Consider a scenario in which a highly beneficial gene substitution appears in a panmictic population. Assuming the beneficial variant is not lost to drift soon after it appears, selection increases its frequency in the population because carriers of the beneficial mutation enjoy higher relative fitness than non-carriers. Selection favoring the beneficial variant over all others reduces diversity at the selected locus. In the process, however, selection also “sweeps” away diversity in the neutral or nearly neutral loci that surround the selected gene via _genetic hitchhiking_ (Maynard Smith and Haigh, 1974).

Maynard Smith and Haigh (1974) were among the
first to demonstrate that a neutral allele can “hitchhike” to a higher frequency in a population as a consequence of being linked to a beneficial gene substitution, and, thus, that selection can reduce heterozygosity not only at the selected locus but also at thousands of neutral loci that surround it. Subsequent work has shown that the size of the affected region of the genome is a function of the strength of selection \( s \) (i.e., the fitness advantage associated with the beneficial mutation), the recombination rate \( c \), and the effective size of the population \( N_e \) (Stephan et al., 1992; Kim and Stephen, 2002). Holding all else equal, a highly beneficial gene substitution—one with a large value of \( s \)—requires relatively few generations to spread throughout a panmictic population, thus providing recombination with relatively few opportunities to rearrange the genome. Genetic hitchhiking can reduce neutral diversity over a relatively large region of the genome when \( s \) is large. In contrast, weak selection (small value of \( s \)) and high recombination rates (large value of \( c \)) both reduce the size of the region affected by genetic hitchhiking. Genetic hitchhiking generally has a weaker effect in populations with larger effective sizes (Stephan et al., 1992). Spatial population structure can also weaken the effect of genetic hitchhiking because migration between partially isolated groups slows the spread of the beneficial variant, providing more time for recombination to erode the association between a beneficial gene substitution and surrounding loci (Barton, 2000).

Whitehead (1998) describes a related process called cultural hitchhiking, whereby neutral genetic alleles “hitchhike” to higher frequencies in a population, not because of an association with a beneficial genetic mutation, but because they are “linked” to a beneficial cultural innovation. In this context, genes and cultural traits are “linked” to the extent that they are passed symmetrically—or, in other words, to the extent that genes and cultural traits are transmitted in parallel from parent(s) to offspring (Boyd and Richerson, 1985). Although Whitehead (1998, 2005) introduced cultural hitchhiking to explain reduced mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) diversity in matrilineal whales, his hypothesis may help explain reduced genetic diversity in Pleistocene hominins—organisms for which claims of the cultural transmission of fitness-enhancing strategies are less controversial.

2 Cultural Hitchhiking in Socially Structured Populations

2.1 Whitehead’s 1998 model

Pilot whales, sperm whales, and killer whales have mtDNA nucleotide diversities that are approximately ten-fold lower than those of other whales and dolphins (Whitehead, 1998). The whale species with low genetic diversities also display “matrilineal” (or matrifocal, in the case of norwhals) social systems, in which females commonly live in groups that contain close female relatives (Whitehead, 1998). What is more, there is evidence to suggest that, in some of these species, traits such as specialized feeding strategies (Boran and Heinlisch, 1999; Whitehead and Rendell, 2004), vocal dialects (Whitehead et al., 1998), and migration strategies (Whitehead, 1996) might be culturally transmitted with high fidelity between members of the same matrilineal group. Whitehead (1998) hypothesized that, if some of the cultural traits transmitted along matriline—effectively, in parallel (i.e., symmetrically) with mtDNA haplotypes—affect individual fitness, then beneficial cultural innovations might reduce mtDNA diversity through the process of cultural hitchhiking. Whitehead’s suggestion provoked a number of interesting alternative hypotheses for explaining reduced mtDNA diversity in matrilineal whales (see Amos, 1999; Mesnick et al., 1999; Schlotterer, 1999; Tiedemann and Milinkovitch, 1999; Deecke et al., 2000). Tiedemann and Milinkovitch (1999), authors of the most salient and parsimonious alternative hypothesis, demonstrate that matrilineal social organization, alone, may account for reduced mtDNA diversity. In societies structured along matrilines, stochastic heterogeneity in the reproductive success among females increases the variance in the success of haplotype matrilines (Tiedemann and Milinkovitch, 1999). Increased variance in the success of matrilines strengthens the effects of genetic drift on the number and frequency of unique mtDNA haplotypes (or, put differently, it decreases the effective population size), reducing neutral genetic diversity at the level of the population.

Whitehead (1998) provides a proof of his cultural hitchhiking concept. His 1998 model represents a large, constant-sized, haploid population \( (N=200,000 \text{ females}) \) structured along matrilines. Daughters inherit their mother’s mtDNA haplotype with a high probability \( (1-\mu) \). A small proportion \( (\mu) \) of females display a haplotype that differs at one base pair from their mothers’ haplotype. Thus, \( \mu \) represents the mutation rate. Each individual also possesses a single, adaptive cultural trait, for which there are two possible variants—ancestral and beneficial. At birth, an offspring learns its cultural variant either from its mother or from an individual outside the matriline. The beneficial cultural variant, which is
introduced to populations at the same point in simulated
time in each run, provides carriers with a very large
(10%) fitness advantage. Assuming the beneficial vari-
ant is not lost to drift soon after it appears, individual
selection increases its frequency in the population.

Whitehead’s results show that the magnitude of the
negative effect of cultural hitchhiking on mtDNA diver-
sity in matrilineal populations is positively correlated
with the degree to which cultural traits are transmitted
matrilineally. Cultural hitchhiking regularly reduces
mtDNA nucleotide diversity even if 5% of the females
whose mother possessed the beneficial cultural trait
nevertheless acquire the less fit variant from an indi-
vidual outside of their matrine, via oblique or horizon-
tal transmission. But the negative effect of cultural
hitchhiking in a matrilineal society disappears if little
more than just 0.5% of the females whose mother does
not display the beneficial trait acquire it through non-

2.2 Whitehead’s 2005 model

In response to critics of the cultural hitchhiking hy-
pothesis, Whitehead (2005) conducted a thorough
analysis of a more complete model (see also Whitehead,
1999). While some aspects of the 2005 model are the
same as before—for example, µ still represents the mu-
tation rate—others are quite different. Perhaps most
strikingly, reproductive fitness is defined by “the cultur-
ally determined relative fitness of the tribe” (Whitehead,
2005:60) rather than by individual fitness.

Whitehead also represents socially mediated popula-
tion structure differently in the 2005 model. Here, the
population of haploid individuals is structured by social
groups (called “tribes”), rather than by matrines. Indi-
viduals (i.e., genes) are allowed to migrate between
drives. During each generation, a proportion \( m \) of the
individuals in each group randomly choose a group
from among all groups (including their own) to join. Each émigré immediately adopts the cultural trait dis-
played by the group it joins. The probability that a group
will fission is a function of its size relative to the pro-
duct of the carrying capacity of the environment, \( K \), and
a “tribe splitting” parameter, \( P \) (Whitehead, 2005).
During group fission, a proportion \( \rho \) (randomly chosen
from a uniform distribution bound by 0 and 1) of the
members of the “parent” group is randomly assigned to
one “daughter” group, and those that remain are as-
signed to the other “daughter” group. Both daughter
groups start with the same cultural fitness, but not nec-
essarily the same size.

The 2005 version of the model also includes a more complete representation of cultural evolution. Innova-
tion occurs with probability \( \rho \) per individual per genera-
tion. With each innovation, a real number drawn ran-
domly from a normal distribution with a mean of 1 and
a standard deviation of \( \sigma \) is added to the individual’s
previous cultural fitness value (Note: Whitehead’s 2005
model can also be run such that all innovations have
only positive or only negative fitness effects). Each cul-
tural innovation is assumed to spread through the social
group in which it appears during a single generation.
Thus, every member of a “tribe” displays the same cul-
tural variant and fitness. This results in cultural homo-
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pair the haplotype it inherited from its parent with a “new” cultural trait as a result of intertribal cultural transmission.

2.3 Whitehead, Richerson, and Boyd’s model

Whitehead, Richerson, and Boyd’s (2002) cultural hitchhiking model was designed with an eye towards Late Pleistocene human hunter-gatherers rather than whales. Their model is similar in many respects to the model described in Whitehead (2005): the population is structured by culturally homogeneous tribes; innovations occur with a probability ρ, incur a fitness effect with a magnitude σ, and each spreads within the tribe in which it appears during a single generation; larger groups effectively have a higher innovation rate than smaller groups; fitness is a group-level characteristic that is based largely on a cultural trait (genes are selectively neutral); and mutations occur with a probability µ. Both models include migration and cultural assimilation.

Nevertheless, Whitehead et al.’s (2002) cultural hitchhiking model is unique. For example, it is spatially explicit: a single tribe inhabits every cell on a 6 × 6 (or 10 × 10) array. As a result, processes such as migration and cultural assimilation occur at the local scale of a Moore (or von Neumann) neighborhood of groups rather than at the scale of the entire metapopulation. The number of migrants that move among neighboring groups is proportional to the geometric mean of their sizes. As a consequence, proportionally more individuals move out of (and into) smaller groups than larger groups. Cultural assimilation also occurs only among neighboring groups. Here, the parameter α represents the probability per group per generation of receiving cultural input from the adjacent tribe with the highest cultural fitness. Thus, Whitehead and colleagues’ model includes the assumption that intergroup cultural transmission is biased, not only by spatial scale (Premo and Scholnick, 2011), but, also, by cultural fitness. Put simply, groups preferentially choose to copy the fittest group in their local Moore neighborhood.

In addition, Whitehead et al. (2002) allow neighboring tribes to compete with each other over locally available resources. The parameter f represents the importance of resources in neighboring tribes’ cells relative to the importance of resources in ego’s cell. Larger values of f correspond to fiercer competition between tribes. When f=0, each tribe’s reproductive success depends in part on how well it can compete with its neighbors (Whitehead et al., 2002:117). Because the size of a group surrounded by fitter groups tends to shrink while the neighboring groups grow, inter-tribal competition increases the rate at which beneficial cultural traits spread via cultural group selection. Groups that are less fit than their neighbors can become extinct. In the wake of a local extinction event, a genetically representative sample of the members of the neighboring group marked by the highest net fitness (cultural fitness * group size) colonizes the cell left vacant by the unsuccessful tribe. These rules ensure that colonization will aid the spread of the fittest cultural variant in the neighborhood, just as the rules governing cultural assimilation ensure that intergroup cultural transmission aids the spread of the fittest cultural variant in the neighborhood.

As in Whitehead (2005), the conditions of Whitehead et al.’s (2002) model are favorable to cultural hitchhiking via cultural group selection. Whitehead et al. find that the effect of cultural hitchhiking is greater when (1) cultural evolution is relatively rapid (that is to say, when ρ*σ is relatively large), (2) migration between groups is rare, and (3) intergroup cultural transmission rates are low enough that innovation plays a more important role than cultural assimilation in determining changes in fitness. However, even in a model that is generally favorable to cultural hitchhiking by cultural group selection, the results show that genetic diversity was “substantially” reduced (i.e., reduced by more than 50%) in only a fraction of the simulation runs, most regularly when the migration rate was less than 0.6 genes per tribe per generation; cultural evolution had a large fitness effect, changing tribe fitness by more than 2.8% per generation; and the fitness effects of cultural transmission between tribes was “considerably less important” than innovation within tribes (Whitehead et al., 2002:120). Eliminating intergroup cultural transmission and assuming that all innovations are associated with positive fitness effects increase the likelihood that cultural hitchhiking will reduce genetic diversity, though neither measure guarantees reduced genetic diversity in any given simulation run. Whitehead and colleagues conclude that Late Pleistocene forager societies marked by sufficiently rapid cultural evolution, very little migration between groups, and a low rate of intergroup cultural transmission would have been susceptible to the effects of cultural hitchhiking on neutral genetic diversity. It remains unclear to what extent such conditions, let alone many of the model’s more fundamental assumptions, apply to Late Pleistocene hominin hunter-gatherers.
3 Genetic Hitchhiking in Socially Structured Populations

Cultural hitchhiking requires culturally transmitted traits that (1) have large fitness effects and (2) are not easily transmitted to other groups. One can identify cultural traits in living humans that satisfy these conditions, but the task becomes much more difficult for the case of Pleistocene hominins. Whitehead et al. (2002:122) nominate social structure and foraging strategies as good candidates for the types of adaptive cultural traits that may have facilitated cultural hitchhiking in Pleistocene hunter-gatherers, while ruling out traits related to technological innovations in the use of fire or weaponry. They reason that the former might be contained within groups over many generations by conformist biased transmission, while the latter is likely to be associated with high rates of intergroup cultural transmission. Unfortunately, the archaeological record of the Pleistocene is largely silent on issues of social structure. Below I introduce another way that culturally transmitted behavioral variation can affect neutral genetic diversity.

Even in humans, many cultural variants do not differentially affect individual fitness. But selectively neutral cultural variation can still influence evolutionary dynamics in a population. For example, selectively neutral behavioral variation can play an important role in creating and maintaining population structure in the presence of culturally mediated migration (Premo and Hublin 2009).

Humans often base decisions about which groups to join or which set of individuals to consider as possible mates on the degree to which others display cultural variants in language, diet code, dress, socio-economic class, religion, etc. that are similar to one’s own. Although all living humans exhibit some degree of culturally mediated migration, it appears that great ape species do not. This suggests that selectively neutral behavioral variation may have played a role in mediating gene flow between groups within Pleistocene hominin populations but not between groups within Pleistocene hominoid populations. This difference may be responsible for the differing levels of genetic diversity observed in their living descendants. Or, restated in the form of a testable question: could a primitive form of culturally mediated migration explain why the genetic diversity estimates of modern humans and some now-extinct Pleistocene hominin populations are lower than those of any living great ape species?

Premo and Hublin (2009) use a spatially explicit agent-based model to investigate how selection might affect neutral genetic diversity in the presence of a rudimentary version of culturally mediated migration. In Premo and Hublin’s model, cultural traits and genes define individual fitness. Each individual carries 100 cultural traits and 1,000 genetic loci. A proportion \( \varepsilon \) (some simulations were run with \( \varepsilon=0.3 \) and some with \( \varepsilon=0.7 \)) of cultural traits and a proportion \( \eta=0.98 \) of genetic loci are selectively neutral, and the rest contribute additively and independently to an individual’s fitness. Individual relative fitness is calculated by scaling each individual’s fitness to the maximum fitness value in the metapopulation. To maintain a nearly constant population size, each individual’s relative fitness is then scaled by a coefficient that is sensitive to the difference between the number of individuals needed to increase the current population size to carrying capacity and the number of offspring the population expects to produce (the latter is given by the sum of all individual relative fitness values). Death is stochastic: each individual experiences a constant probability of mortality per time step (\( \delta=0.15 \)) regardless of its individual fitness.

Each offspring inherits its selectively neutral cultural variants from one of its parents (chosen randomly). For each selective trait, each offspring adopts the variant with the highest fitness among those displayed by the offspring’s parents and a “teacher” that is chosen randomly from within the Moore neighborhood of the offspring’s group (including the offspring’s group but excluding the offspring itself). Genetic variants are passed via sexual reproduction (mates are chosen at random from within groups) with recombination, as if contained on a single chromosome. At birth, each cultural trait undergoes single stepwise innovation with probability \( \tau \) and each genetic locus undergoes single stepwise mutation with probability \( \mu \).

A group is defined as the set of individuals that occupy the same cell at the same time. Group membership is dynamic, but each individual can belong to just one group per time step. In the model, as is in biological populations of modern humans, great apes, and (presumably) now-extinct Pleistocene hominins, groups do not maintain a constant size nor do they contribute an equal number of progeny to the metapopulation. In the model, a group fissions when its membership exceeds the maximum group size of \( \varphi=50 \) individuals. During fission, a group splits and sends half of its members (chosen randomly) to a neighboring cell that contains fewer than 25 individuals. In the rare case that all eight
of the neighboring cells are inhabited by at least 25 individuals, the group does not fission during that time step. Group fission is the only instance in which a group may compete directly with other groups over resources. Although most of the competition in this model occurs between individuals—or, more precisely, individual relative fitness values—group membership and group-level population dynamics are important for understanding changes in genetic diversity. In the presence of culturally mediated migration, the success of a beneficial gene substitution can become bound to the success of a group (see more below).

Premo and Hublin’s model includes culturally mediated migration. During each time step, each individual attempts to move to a nearby group with probability $v=0.05$. But an individual can move only if the degree of cultural similarity between a prospective target group and its current group exceeds the cultural similarity threshold (CST) (see Premo and Hublin, 2009:37). When CST=0, simulated populations are structured by geographic distance only. The role culturally mediated migration plays in structuring a population along discontinuities in culturally transmitted variation increases as CST approaches 1.

Premo and Hublin’s model does not include a process analogous to Whitehead’s (2005) or Whitehead et al.’s (2002) “cultural assimilation.” Including a process of intergroup cultural transmission would likely weaken the negative effect of CST on neutral genetic diversity, just as Whitehead shows that increasing the relative importance of cultural assimilation weakens the negative effect of cultural hitchhiking on neutral genetic diversity. However, it is important to note that the extent to which intergroup cultural transmission negates the effect of CST is likely to be dependent upon the topology of the social network that connects members of different groups (Premo, 2009: Fig. 2). It is important to understand how this process works.

When CST is sufficiently high, groups become reproductively isolated with time, as the cultural differences that accumulate between groups deter gene flow. Reduced gene flow, in turn, leads to greater genetic and cultural differentiation among groups. The recursive relationship between increased group differentiation and reduced gene flow is characteristic of the collection phase. Culturally mediated migration drives the accumulation (or “collection”) of genetic and cultural differences between groups by reducing gene flow. Of course, reduced gene flow also has the effect of decreasing genetic and cultural diversity within groups.

In a structured population, gene flow is required for a beneficial gene substitution to spread beyond the boundaries of the group in which it first appears (Barton, 1993). But because culturally mediated migration reduces gene flow, the rate of each beneficial mutation—measured as its frequency in the whole population, not just in one group—comes to depend to a greater extent upon the rate at which the group that “contains” carriers of the beneficial mutation fissions relative to the rate at which groups composed of non-carriers fission. Variability among group fission rates depends upon the way in which relative individual fitness is partitioned within and between groups. A group-level selective sweep requires low within-group variance and high between-group variance in relative individual fitness (Whitlock and Barton, 1997). When CST is sufficiently high, even a relatively rudimentary version of culturally mediated migration can structure the genetic variation of a population such that it meets this requirement, setting the stage for a group-level sweep (see Premo and Hublin, 2009: Fig. 3).

During the sweep phase, the population’s genetic (and cultural) diversity is reduced as a relatively small number of individuals—those carrying the beneficial mutation, who also tend to be members of the same culturally and spatially defined group—produce disproportionately more offspring than others. The cultural differences that emerge during the collection phase and create effective barriers to gene flow, disintegrate during the sweep phase. The between-group genetic differences that accumulate during the collection phase and then fuel the selective sweep also largely disappear because, as a result of the selective sweep, a large proportion of the members in the population coalesce to a very recent common ancestor. As soon as a sweep ends, the collection phase begins anew.
In sum, like Whitehead et al. (2002) and Whitehead (2005), Premo and Hublin (2009) find that the process of cultural group selection is responsible for reduced neutral genetic diversity, but this form of cultural group selection is different from that observed elsewhere. Premo and Hublin relax the assumptions that cultural innovations spread throughout the group in a single generation, that there is no variation between individual fitness within each group, and that reproductive fitness is a function of a single cultural trait and group size. Instead, cultural innovations may take many generations to spread throughout a group (if they spread at all), individual relative fitness can vary within groups, and reproductive success is a function of individual relative fitness rather than group fitness. The transient group-level cultural identities that emerge during the collection phase allow culturally mediated migration to partition genetic variation such that individual selection can reduce neutral genetic diversity in the population by way of a group-level sweep.

4 Discussion

Whitehead and colleagues have shown that cultural hitchhiking reduces genetic diversity in structured populations when genes and cultural traits are transmitted symmetrically, gene flow is low, intergroup cultural transmission is rare, and cultural evolution is rapid. However, their model of Late Pleistocene humans assumes that cultural traits define group-level reproductive fitness, such that “culturally advanced” groups directly outcompete other groups. By allowing for a proportion of cultural traits to be selectively neutral and for a small proportion of genetic loci to directly affect individual relative fitness, Premo and Hublin show that cultural hitchhiking is not the only avenue through which cultural variation can affect genetic diversity. Selection can suppress neutral genetic diversity for tens of thousands of generations through a recursive two-stage process that involves (1) the accumulation of between-group differences in cultural and (then) genetic variation via culturally mediated migration and (2) the selective sweep of beneficial gene substitutions.

Culturally mediated migration assumes that behavioral variation plays a role in regulating gene flow between groups. While true of humans, does this assumption hold for other species, such as the matrilineal whales that served as the motivation for Whitehead’s models of cultural hitchhiking? A number of researchers have argued that vocal dialects provide examples of culturally transmitted variation in some whale species (e.g., Deecke et al., 2000; Noad et al., 2000; Rendell and Whitehead, 2001; Rendell and Whitehead, 2003). This type of variation can lend structure to a population if individuals who belong to groups marked by different dialects interact and—more importantly—mate with each other less frequently than individuals that use similar dialects. Unfortunately, it remains unknown what the real CST value might be for any of the matrilineal whale species studied by Whitehead. Indeed, it would be interesting to know whether (or to what extent) matrilineal whales engage in culturally mediated migration. Until those data are available, I can only suggest that because different cultural variants need not affect fitness differentially in order for selection to reduce neutral genetic diversity in the presence of culturally mediated migration, Premo and Hublin’s model may provide a more parsimonious explanation of reduced mtDNA in matrilineal whales than cultural hitchhiking does—at least until the type of selectively advantageous, matrilineally transmitted traits required by Whitehead’s cultural hitchhiking hypothesis are identified.

Of course, models that include culturally mediated migration may be applicable beyond humans and whales. A decades-old hypothesis predicts that variation in songbird dialects may inhibit gene flow between groups (Mayr, 1942; Marler and Tamura, 1962), assuming that birds preferentially disperse to groups marked by culturally transmitted dialects (Marler and Tamura 1964) that sound similar to their own. Empirical tests of this hypothesis have yielded mixed results. Studies of a few songbird species have found that genetic variation corresponds with variation in dialects (Kroodsma et al., 1985; Balaban, 1988). Indeed, this is the type of association one would expect to observe during the collection phase described above. However, studies of other species have found evidence that imply relatively high levels of gene flow across dialect boundaries (Fleischer and Rothstein, 1988; Payne and Westneat, 1988; Lougheed and Handford, 1992; Wright and Wilkinson, 2001). These findings suggest that the boundaries between culturally dissimilar groups are porous, which is inconsistent with the notion that genetic variation is structured by variation in dialects, at least in these species.

Wright and Wilkinson (2001) note that dialect variation is likely to play less of a role in structuring genetic variation in species in which individuals disperse while they are still highly sensitive to vocal learning. In such cases, an unfamiliar dialect does not discourage an individual from joining a group. Instead, an individual sim-
ply learns the dialect of the group it joins, as appears to be the case for yellow-naped Amazon parrots (Wright and Wilkinson 2001). Assuming that some species of songbirds do in fact prefer to disperse to groups with familiar dialects once their own dialect is set, Premo and Hublin’s model predicts reduced neutral genetic diversity for songbird species that disperse when they are no longer sensitive to vocal learning.

The above review of hitchhiking models raises two larger questions. First, to what extent does regional behavioral variation beget population structure and to what extent does population structure beget regional behavioral variation? This question may prove difficult to answer, especially for highly social animals. But it is worth recognizing that whenever the type or frequency of interactions between individuals or migrations between groups is based on an assessment of the degree to which socially transmitted behaviors are similar, regional behavioral variation may play an important role in structuring a population along lines that resemble cultural boundaries. A number of studies have shown this to be true of modern humans (Barbujani and Sokal, 1990; Chen et al., 1995; Cavalli-Sforza, 1997), but I submit that it may also hold for other species, such as matrilineal whales and some birds.

Second, what methods can be employed to distinguish cultural hitchhiking from genetic hitchhiking in socially structured populations? As Whitehead (2005) correctly notes, it is futile to attempt to diagnose cultural hitchhiking by searching for differences between cultural diversity and genetic diversity because both are reduced as a result of a selective sweep. The same is true in Premo and Hublin’s model, even though the group-level selective sweep is driven by beneficial mutations rather than by beneficial innovations. Thus, it may be more useful to concentrate solely on genomic data.

Both forms of hitchhiking cause reduced neutral genetic diversity and increased linkage disequilibrium at the metapopulation-level. As in the case of a population bottleneck, cultural hitchhiking reduces diversity more-or-less equally across all genetic loci. This is because the genome (or at least large parts of it) is pulled to a higher frequency in the population by a beneficial cultural trait that, while “linked” to the genome when genes and cultural traits are transmitted symmetrically, is nonetheless equally “linked” to all loci. Genetic hitchhiking is associated with a different prediction. Because, with genetic hitchhiking, neutral loci can ride the coattails of a beneficial gene substitution at a selected locus as long as recombination fails to sever the association, diversity should be lowest at the selected locus and increase as recombinational distance from the selected locus increases. Thus, genetic hitchhiking often leaves a telltale signature in heterozygosity across loci, a spatial pattern which resembles the cross-section of a river valley. Kim and Stephen (2002) demonstrate that the floor of the valley (i.e., the point of the least diversity) is often—though not always—situated near the selected locus, while the overall shape, width, and symmetry of the valley walls vary with the strength of selection and the recombination rate, among other factors. Kim and Stephen (2002) show that a similar pattern of local reduction can arise due to stochastic change along recombining chromosomes in the absence of selection, and this should give pause for concern. Nevertheless, methods designed to identify and test the significance of local regions of genetic reduction (see Galtier et al., 2000; Kim and Stephen, 2002) provide great promise for discerning cultural hitchhiking from genetic hitchhiking.

In the final analysis, any attempt to identify whether cultural hitchhiking or genetic hitchhiking or census population bottlenecks is responsible for patterns in genetic polymorphism data collected from social animals may not be the best course for action. In many cases, available methods may simply lack the power required to identify which of these alternatives is best supported by empirical polymorphism data. But it is also worth considering whether the reduced genetic diversity observed in modern humans and in some now-extinct Pleistocene hominin populations may be better explained as a combined effect of all three (and possibly other) processes. In other words, the best explanation may be one that describes how cultural hitchhiking, genetic hitchhiking, social network topology, and local demographic bottlenecks/expansions in different places at different times influenced genetic diversity in Pleistocene hominins in a different way than they influenced genetic diversity in the Pleistocene ancestors of living great apes. Future paleodemographic research could benefit from employing a perspective that does not hold cultural hitchhiking, genetic hitchhiking, and demographic bottlenecks to be mutually exclusive explanations of reduced genetic diversity.

The story behind reduced genetic diversity in living humans and some now-extinct Pleistocene hominin populations is likely to be more complicated—and, thus, more interesting—than previously thought. The same may be true of other species in which culturally trans-
mitted behaviors affect fitness and/or lend structure to a population. Independent of the current debate over the extent to which regional behavioral variation in nonhuman animals is grounded in genetic versus cultural transmission, continued animal culture research is likely to provide a more comprehensive catalog of the myriad ways in which behavioral variation not only arises from population structure but also helps to create (and recreate) it. Such insights are necessary if we are to construct more comprehensive models of demographic history, models that will expand and ultimately improve our understanding of why some species, such as our own, are marked by reduced genetic diversity.
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